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A GUIDE TO PREPARING REPORTS RESPONDING
TO STANDARDS USED TO APPROVE

ILLINOIS TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUtIONS

S'tANDARDS

The standards discussed below represent duly filed rules and regulations
under which the State Superintendent of Education, in consultation with the
State Teacher Certification Board; meets the statutory responsibility to
"recognize" institutions for purposes of teacher education (see Article
21-21 of The School Code of Illinois).

The standards are applied,to the entire-institution, not only to a
department or college of education, to,determine whether the institution
provides a context appropriate to the conduct of teacher education
pro-grams. The standards recognize that programs leading to any of the
certificates require, in most cases, the involvement of several
administrative units typically found in institutions of higher education and\
therefore are designed to test various aspects of the institution to
.determine the appropriateness of the institution sponsoring apprOved
programs.

The standards fall into two broad categories: Standards 1-4, 11 and 12
determine the adequacy of the institution's commitments to teacher education
and the general results of these comMitments; Standards 5-10 test the
institution's capacity to cOnduct programs in\a fashion that insures
equitable and fair treatment of applicants and candidates (see P.A. 81-1188).

The standards are designed to be applicable to widely diverse
insOtutions, ranging from institutions that prepare only professional
educators to liberal arts colleges.to specialty schools to multipurpose
universities. Ln recognition-of-thediversity of traditions, administrative
patterns, and Levels of commitment to teacher education found amon.g such a
set of institutions, the standards focus primarily on whether specified
administrative and programmatic responsibilities are met. The standards do
not specify how these tasks are to be accomplished.

The following discussion of the standards undertakes a statement of the
intent of each standard and the considerations and logic used in judging
compliance. The discussion does not suggest quantitative benchmarks for
judging'comOliance, nor does it attempt precise definitions of such terms as
"adequate" or establish specific requirements regarding standards for
admission or retention. The discussion does, however, draw on the
experience of institutions in designing and implementing policies and
procedures that are responsive to the standards.



Standard 1

The institution has articulated a statement of its missioh or

goals, and the mission or goals include and are consistent with the

.sponsoring of teacher education programs.

Standard 1 requires presentation of an institutional statement of

purpose consistent with the nange of approved programs sponsored by the

institution.

The standard,refers to the institution as a whole, not a single
administrative unit such as aldepartment or college of education. The

standard does not require that teacher education be the primary purpose of
an institution or that it be assigned a higher priority than other aspects

of the institution's programming..

Previously recognized institutions all have a history demonstr'ating.

commitment to teacher education; an institution not previously recognized
but seeking recognition may need to show how its mission has been altered,to
demonstrate commitment to such efforts. In addition, already recognized
institutions sometimes undertake ekpansion or contraction of various kinds
of lorograms, intluding_those in teacher education, which.may impact .

simultaneously on an institutidn's goals dficritscstimrifttmesnt to teacher
education.

Areas of Inquia:

1. How is the institution's statement of mission or goals related to

teacher educatiob?

2. If one or more units within the instituIion are assigned direct
responsibility for teacher education,,have they developed mission
statements or goals consistent with the institutional statement?

--I, --Istheinstitutional mission_suppoative':of,-and_consistent_with,
sponsoring teacher education programs?

4. Have there been identifiable changes in the mission or goals of the

institution in the past few years or, initiatives undertaken that
have affected one or more teacher education programs?

Resources:

1. Reports previously prepared for voluntary accrediting agencies;

2. Minutes of Boards of Trustees or Governors;
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3. Submissions to other state agencies, e.g., Illinois Board of Higher

Education;

4. Institutional catalog.

Standard 2

The institution evidences continuing availability and comnlitment of
fiscal, human, and other resources adequate to conduct approved
teacher education programs.

Standard 2 requires that the institution be financially sound and
support its commitment to teacher education through allocation ot adequate
fi,scal and other resources to..the institutional units involved ir teacher
Oucation programs._ Thetest ofadeqUacy is whether the allocation of

y of
resources is sufficient to enable programs to meet their goalS Id maintain
compliance with the criteria and related requirements. Adequac
resources is not determined by comparison with other similar institutions or
comparison arnong the department or college of education and other
institutional units. The continuing availability and commitment, of
resourceS can best be demonstrated in two ways: (1) presentationiof
historical an'd projected budgetary trends; and (2) description of the
system for decision making by which the institution internally allocates

-fiscal and human resources to support teacher education programs:

(dr

Some resources, e.g., clinical sites, are frequently not under the
irect control of the institution. A showing of adequate clinical sites can

be made by referring to the written agreements called for under Standard
llc. Consortial arrangements entered into in order to acquire access to
.es,aurcet, e.g., instructional materials, need to be described in the
institution's report.

The resources referred to by the standard include, in addition to fiscal
_resources.full and part-time faculty, facilities, instructional and library
materials, and clinical sites. They do not include such items as supported
research, sabbaticals, or professional travel, unless these resources are
necessary to accomplish the objectives of the program. Adequacy of these
resources is determined by. examining.: (1) the appropriateness of the
academic andprofessional experience of faculty to the roles assigned; (2)
the availability and appropriateness of facilities in light of the kinds of
programs sponsored; (3) the scope, currency, accessibility, and relevance of
library and instructional materials; and (4) the appropriateness of clinical

sites.

.Areas of Inquiry:

1. Are the faculty associated with teacher education programs
qualified by academic training and experience for the assignments
they carry?

2. Are the various aspects of undergraduate, programs--general
education, professional education and specializations--
adequately funded and supported by qualified faculty?
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3. Are allocations for library and other instructional materials
sufficient to keep holdings current and,relevant to the programs

sponsored?

4. Are fiscal projections based on realistic student enrollments,
tuition revenues, and other funding sources?

5. If consortial arrangements with other institutions have been
established to maximize resources, are these arrangements effective?

6. Has the institution undertaken or does it plan to undertake new
initiatives that potentially will alter the level of commitment to

teacher education?

Resources:

1. Faculty vitae';

2. Enrollment and fiscal data (HEGIS.Reports, fiscal studies, and
planning documents);

3. Written agreements with clinical sites;

4. Library and media data;

5. Reports preparedlor other reviews, e.g., voluntary accreditation

Standard 3

The institution has developed and maintains an administrative and

policy-development structure that provides the capability to
undertake the coordinating, planning, and evaluative processes
necessary to the conductof teacher education programs.

____standankl-3-regutrss-that-the-instttution_deLelop_a_means of insuring

adequate administration of and planning for teacher education programs.
This standard requires a description of the system of responsibility for

teacher,education but does stipulate any particular form of governance,

nor does the standard require that the system be either independent of or

integrated into other institutiOnal administrative or governance systems.
Assessment of compliance involves determining that the system maintained by

the institution insures maintenance and operation'of the programs as
described and that the system is given sufficient jurisdiction so that it

can effectively respond to issues of coordination, planning, and evaluation.

4



Showing of compliance can be accomplished by describing the relevant
administrative structures and identifying the various decision-making
processes. The standard does not.require a single administrative unit or
system responsible for all teacher education programs, but requires evidence
showing that the functions identified in the standard are carried out. A

description of how changes in programs are accomplished frequently provides
a useful illustration of the process. The evaluative function of these
processes will be more fully,developed in response to Standard 12. Many
institutions have created a committee or council comprised.of
representatives of various parts of the institution that are involved in
teacher education; others have charged a specific college or department with
primary responsibility to coordinate program administration and development,
a charge usually carried put with the assistance of one or more committees.
It.should be noted that the term "program" refers not only to professional
studies, but to all areas of studY required for certification.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. What is' the general administrative,structure for the institution?

3.

4.

What units-of this structure have responsibility for overseeing one
or more approved programs, or significant parts of approved
programs?

What are the 'general processes associated with the coordinating,
planning, and evaluating of approved programs?

If the institution conducts approved programs at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels, do the administrative structures
differ by leVel?

Resources:

1. Minutes of council, committee, and departmental meetings;

2. Table of organization for college or university;

3. Examples of policies and procedures or program changes effected
through administrative structures.

Standard 4

The institution presents documentation of the need for its programs
which includes an analysis of the available supply of teachers in
the subject-matter field and/or grade level being proposed.
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Standard 4'specifies that one kind of information institutions must

develop and use for administrative and planning purposes is information

regarding the available supply of teachers in the subject-matter field or

grade level being proposed. The intent,of the standard is to assure that

institutions use this data, in part, as new programs are developed, marginal

prognamg are considered for Aeletion, and_decisions regarding expansion,

contraction, or change in existing tinograms are considered. The analysis of

the supply of teachers may be based, in part, on-national and state surveys

and may include analysis of the supply in the area the institution claims to

serve as well as the institution's own record of success in placing

graduates (see Standard 9). This standard does not constitute a basis for

denying or approving a specific program. Rather it requires that

institutions possess aa-use data relevant to managerial decision making,
particularly fiscal allocation to support programs.

Questions:

1. What sources of information about supply and demand has the
institution utilized?

2. Are the data,specific to the program areas sponsored by the

institution? .

3. What perceritage of teacher education graduates are employed in

public school positions?

4. How are these data used to delete or develop programs?

Resources:

1. Data developed by National Center for Educational Statistics,
National Education Association, American Federation of Teachers,
and national disciplinary-oriented associations;

2. ISBE supply and demand studies;

3. Institutional follow-up studies of graduates;

4. Surveys of area schools;

5. Placement and alumni office data.

Standard.5

The institution follows written procedures,for admitting students
to the institution and teacher preparation programs and undertakes
continuous evaluation for retention in the institution and in the

program. Such procedures shall minimally include the requirements
set forth in Article 21-1, Qualification of Teachers, of The School
Code of Illinois.
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Standard 5 requires that the institution present the procedures and
standards it uses in admitting candidates (1) to the institution and (2) to

its teacher education programs. The standard does not stipulate the
character of any procedures or standards, but does require that those,used
must be available in written form. The 'standard requires a description of

the policies and procedures governing admission to the institution. At the

undergraduate level, these policies usually assess high school performance,
scores on standardized examinations, and recommendations or auditions. At

the graduate level, such policies frequently refer to undergraduate academic
performance, professional experiences, standardized examinations, and
recommendations__ The standard also requires that policies and procedures
regarding admissidn -to teacher education programs also be described, unless
they are the same.

Standard 5 also requires that the institution undertake continuous
evaluation of each candidate to determine whether the candidate will,be
retained in the program. ,This requires that the institution establish and
describe the policies and procedures used to make retention ecisions. The

standard does no'; stipulate the character of these policies, except that
their requirements must include those related to citizenship, age, good
health, and good character as established in Article 21-1 of The School Code

of Illinois. i

, .

1

The standards used for decisions regarding retention frequently include
(1) grade point averages calculated f.r overall performance, for performance
in a major or specialization, and/or çor performance in professional
education; (2) success, or lack of supcess, in clinical experiences; and
(3) suitability for teaching as refle ted in recommendations from faculty.
In some cases, retention may also be Jased on performance as reflected in
portfolios, recitals, or auditions. . he intent of the standard is to insure
holistic evaluation of the candidate's performance and potential as a
beginning professional, a process that frequently will inVolve both'

objective and subjective,professional assessments. It is assumed by the

standard that these assessments will be.continuous, made on the basis of
announced standards, documented, and shared with candidates. The Handbook

for Implementing_Clinical Experiences provides advice and recommendations
regarding processes for evaluating various aspects of clinical experiences.

In responding to this standard, the institution should present the
general policies and procedures regarding admission and retention. In

institutions sponsoYing several kinds of programs, there may be requirements
related both to Admission and retention that are unique to a particular

program. These unique requirements (e.g., demonstrating oral proficiency in

a foreign language) Miould be described under Criterion 7 in the report

concerning that program.

As noted above, some aspects of retention decision making are
unavoidably subjective in character and, therefore, potentially dispatable
and perhaps damaging to the candidate. Institutions frequently establish
processes, e.g., committee reviews, that are designed to prevent basing
retention,decisions on biased and unsubstantiated judgments. The provisions

of Standards 7 and 8 are designed to insure elimination of cert,ain biases in
such decisions and to provide the candidate the means to seek redress for
adverse decisions based an bias and unsubstantiated judgments.
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Areas of Inquiry:

1. What are the policies and procedures governing admission to the
institution, including both the undergraduate and graduate levels

where relevant?

2.. What are the poljoties and procedures governing admission to
specific,kinds'of teacher education programs--elementary,
secondary, administrative, schobl service personnel?

3. How is the performance of candidates assessed as they progress
through the program? Is assessment continuous? What are the major

evaluation points?

4. Are the standards used to determine retention clearly stated? Do

they include tie areas stated in Article 22-1? Do the standards

encompass both academic and practical performance?
\

5. Are retention decisions based on written records regarding

candidate performance? Arlie those responsible for evaluations at

various poihts in the prodrams identified? ..

Resources: \

\

1. Institutional catalog;

%

2. Student handbooks (inc1udin9 student teaching handbobk)';
\

%

3. Minutes of relevant committees, councils, or departm 'fits;

4. Student records and forms;

5. Responses to Criterion 7 in program reports.

t

Stan,dard 6

The institution has established and implemented procedures for
assessing the candidate's abilities acquired prior 6 admission to
the program and for planning the candidate's program in light of
that assessthent. A candidate evidencing appropriate or required
knowledge, skills, and attitudes may qualify for advanced placement
or credit by successfully completing appropriate examinations or
other assessment procedures as presented by a recognized
institution.

The intent of Standard 6 is to insure that institutions recognize the
relevant prior education and experience possessed by an applicant or
candidate and to insure that institutions do not require that candidates
complete redundant educational experiences. The,policies required by this
standard are basically of two kinds: (1) those regarding transfer of work
from other institutions, and (2) those regarding, prior experience or
demonstrated proficiency in one or more componen1/4s of the program.

8 11
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Institutions should report the procedures and standards used in
assessing previous education presented by an apOicant for transfer, whether
from community colleges or other undergraduate institutions, or graduate
institutions, if applicable. This process should be designed to establish
whether the previous work'presented js equivalent in character and scope to
the work required in the prograM to be purSued by,the candAate. As much as
possible, these assessments must be based on themerits of the work
presented and not on the reputation of institutions previously attended, or
on an exact or precise congruence between course titlet and descriptions or
course levels. The test to be used is the extent to which previous
education meets the intent of relevant aspects of the institution's
programs. Problems specific'to the area of clinical experiences should be'/'
resolved in the same way as in,the case of transfer of coursework.

The standarid also requires institutions to recognize that applicants and
candidates mayihave acquired relevant background and proficiency in some
areas of prpgrams through experience and informal education: The standard
provides that the institution may use appropriate examinations or other
assessment Procedures to determine whether an applicant has the background
required in one or morecomponents of a program. In addition to
examinations, institutions have successfully developed assessment procedures
that utilize review of portfolios, verification of experience, and
assessment of,practical performance under clinical supervision.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. What are the policiet and procedures regarding the transfer of work
from other institutions? .

2. What kinds of examinations or other assessment procedures are used
to assess experience or infonmally acquired tkills and knowledge
relevant to the program?

3. Are the policies and;procedures regarding assessment of prior
' education and experience "reasonable" mith respect to determining
equivalence with components in.programs?

Resources:

1. Institutional catalog;

9. Student handbooks;

3. Policies,and procedures followed by registrae and admissions
personnel, relevant departments, and colleges;

4. Student records.



Standard 7

The institution has not established and does not follow policies or

procedures that intentionally or unintentionally discr'iminate on

the basis of race, color, national origip, or irrelevant physical

conditions. A coeducationarinstitutiofi has not established or

'does not follow policies or procedures that intentionally or
unintentionally discriminate on the basis of sex.

Standard 7 prohibits an\institution from establishing or following

"policieslor procedures that intentionally or unintentionally discriminate

on the basis of race, color, national origin, or irrelevant physical

conditions." Coeducational .institutions are prohibited from following

"policies ior procedures that intentionally or unintentionally discriminate

on the bas;is of sex." This standard is one of six standards which "require
evidence'that the institution has establjthed criteria for admission,
retention and recommendation fOr certification" which "must be neutral with

rSpect to personal.characteristics or background that are irrelevant to

soccessful complEtion of a program and anticipated success in a certifidated

role in Illinois public schools." The scope of Standard 7 is limited to
institutional behavior regarding treatment of students enrolled in programs

leading to teachiroj, adminiStratIve, and tchool-service-personnel

certificates. Standard 7, like the other standards, applies to the

institution, not only to the college or department of education.

The standard specifically requires that an institution has not

established and does not follow discriminatory policies'or procedures.
Application of the standiFTFicTuires asseSsment of written and informal

policies and procedures and their implementation, which affect teacher

education candidates. Assessment of compliance requires attention both to

the character of existing policies and procedures as well as to their

effect. Several areas of institutional behavior come under examination in

review of compliance with Standard 7: recruitment and admission

(Standard 5), assessment of students bef\ore and during enrollment in the

program (Standards 5 and 6), advising (Standard 9), recommendation for

certification (Standard 10), and placement ih'clinical experiences

(Standard 11').. An institution will be found in noncompliance with

Standard 7 onrany of the following grounds: (1) policies or procedures in

the areas listed above which are potentially discriminatory on their face;

(2) policies or procedures in these areas are nonexistent, ambiguous, or
inconsistent; or (3) the effect of the implementation of any policies or
procedures is discriminatory, except when the policies and procedures are
shown to be neutral with respect tpprohibited grounds of discrimination.

Institutions should include in their institutional 1eports'(1)
statements of all policies and protedures relevant to Standard 7 and (2)
data regarding the impact of these policies and procedures. The data
regarding impact of policiescand prod-aues must clearly distinguish teacher

education candidates from other students and, where appropriate, should
include gr7Aduate students (e.g., school psyChology and administration) as

well undergraduates. Because Standard 7 encompasses policies and
procedures required under other standards, particularlyVtandards 5-10,
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institutions may elect at their convenience to incorporate matters related
to Standard 7 in respOes--tothese other standards. fhe response to
Standard 7 should contain reference to any relevant material presented
elsewhere in the institutional report.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. Are the policies followed in the areas of recruitment, admission,
and provision of financial aid clearly stated and neutral with
respect,to personal characteristics and background? Do these
policies have a nondiscriminatory effect?

2. Are the criteria for retention in and completion of teacher
education programs clearly stated and neutral with respect to
personal characteristics and background? Are they non=
discriminatory iveffect?

3. Are the procedures and conduct of advising and placement clearly
and neutrallY stated? Are they.nondiscriminatory in effect?

Is_ Platement of candiOates in clinical_ egperience_settings carried
out in accord with neutral policieS? Are these polides
implemented in a nondiscriminatory fashion?

5. Does the institution assbre that candidates have access, on a non-
discriminatory basis, to courses, clinical experience settings,
counseling, and any other regularly provided or required activity
having a direct bearing on the candidate's being recommended for
certification or for employment?

6. Does the institution operate services for teacher education
candidates (recruitment, financal aid, academic and other
counSeling) that are designed to insure the nondiscriminatory
character and effect of the policies and Procedures referred to in
Standard 7?

Resources:

1. Data regarding the race, ethnic background, and sex of candidates
enrolled in'teacher education programs and the institution (see
Table II in annual IBHE Higher Education Data Book);

2. Data regarding graduates of teacher education programs by race,
ethnic background and sex;

3. Institutional policies and description of results regarding efforts
to recruit students from historiically underrepresented populations;

4. 'institutional policies and descriptions of results of efforts to
provide student services, including financial aid, on a racially,
ethnically, and sexually nondiscriminatory basis;

5. Data regarding placements in clinical sites.
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Standard 8

The institution provides teacher education candidates with a

written copy of students' responsibilities, rights, and procedures

for enforcing those.responsibilities and rights. Causes for

grievances shall\include, but not be limited to, arbitrary or

capricious institbbional behavior in regard to:

a. Admission to la teacher education\program;

b. Admission to the student teaching program or other clinical

experience;-

c. Dismissal from the institution or the teacher education'

program, including clinical or student teaching'experiences;

d. Evaluation of the candi\date's performance in courses, clinical

or student teaching settings, or any other regularly provided

Or required activity having a direct bearing on the

candidate's being recommended for certification or for

employment; or

e. Failure to recommend the candidate for certification, when

requ-ired, in a timely fashion.

-Such procedures shall allow students to be represented by an

attorney..

This standard recognizes that in assessing candidates; institutions act

under authority granted by the State of Illinois and are therefore obligated

to insure that their actions are not arbitrary and capricious. Standard 8

is designed to insure that candidates are fully informed of the policies,

procedures, and requirements to which they are subject as well as to provide

them with the means to seek redress for potentially arbitrary decisions

adversely affecting them. While the standard requires the existence of such

a.means for teacher education candidates,.institutions have frequently

established more comprehensive student grievance procedures that either meet

the requirements of the standard or can be easily modified to do so. This

standard, as all other standards, applies to the institution and is not

limited to the college or department of education. The grievance procedure

must be sbructured to allow grievancns to emerge concerning any part of a

teacher education program and must encompass not only judgments

charactertzed as academic, but also judgments regarding nonacademic

components of the program or perfOrmance of the candidate, e.g., judgments

regarding "good character," emotional stability, etc. The standard

unequivocally requirds that candidates be allowed to elect representation

during these procedures by an attorney.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. What are the procedures by which candidates are informed of'the

requirements, policies, and procedures to which they are subject?

Is the information which is provided full and complete?

12



2. Are students systematically informed of their right to seek redress
for potentially arbitrary decisions directly. .ffecting them?

3. Do records regarding the disposition of grievancesNlndicate that
the annoUnced procedures are followed and that the decisions
reached are in accord wi'th institutional policies and standards?

Resources:

1. Student handbook, catalog and brochures;

2. Records associated withigrievakes filed by candtdates.

Standard 9 .

The institution provides evidence of,systematic advising or
counseling services designed to identify potential teacher
education candidates and to provide adyice and counsel to those
considering enrolling or already admitted into teacher education

programs. Such advising will provide reliable information based on
the .institution's past experience concerning prospects for
emplooent-in-the_candidatels chosen_field.

N,

This standard requires that the institution, not only the college or
department of education, present evidence that it has' created and maintains

a system for advising teacher education candidates.' The standard

specifically requires that this system be designed to serve both potential

candidates as well as those already enrolled in programs. The advising

system contemplated by this standard includes the means by which students

are informed of the relevant policies, procedures, and requirements
encompassed under Standards 5,.6, 7 and 8, as well as information regarding

the institutiOn's record in successfully placing graduates of programs. '

Thus, the_advising system, whatever its specific design, is assessed to

determine whether it conveys to candidates informatici necessary to consider

teaching as a career, the requirements of specific programs of interest to a

potential candidate, and the requirements of the program a candidate is

enrolled in, as well as resources available to the candidate to facilitate

completion of the program. In undergraduate programs, it is frequently

neces'sary for institutions to supplement institution-wide advising systems

in order to adequately serve potential and declared teacher education

candidates. This supplementary action often takes the form of handbooks'

prepared for potential and declared candidates, specific training.for

advisers, and institution-wide committees designed to insure needed

communication. \

Areas of Inquiry: \

1. What are the components of the.advising system and how are ttiey

related?

2. Who is responsjble for advising?

3. Does the advisi4system encompass all elements of the institution

involved in teacher education?

16
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4. How are those' involved in the advising process kept informed
regarding program requirements, placement of graduates, and

relevant policies and procedures?

5. Are students" made aware of their prospects for employment upon
completion of,the program?

Resources:

1. Institutional catalog;

2. Student handbooks;

3. Policies and protedures of department or college of education,
student service office, and other relevant departments or colleges;

4. Actions of relevant committees or councils and records of advising

ani placement offices.

Standard 10

The institution has established written procedures and criteria for
determining whether a candidate will be recommended for -

certification by entitlement.

This standard requires that the institution, not only the department or
college of education, follow written procedures in determining whether a
candidate will be recommended for certification. The standard algo requires

that the criteria used for determining Aether the recommendation will be

granted exist in written form. This standard encompasses all pro9rams,
whether graduate or undergraduate or whether solely under E1I jurisdiction

of the college or department of education, under shared Yurisdiction with

another institutional entity, or under the jurisdiction of a unit other than

the education department or college.

The institution must present a description of how the determinations
involved in deciding to recommend or not to recommend a candidate are

reached. This description should include the various officials or
committees and their roles in this process, as well as the major criteria

used. This description might center on the role of the certification
officer and the sources.of information used to determine when a candidate

can'be recommended.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. Does a written statement of the procedures regarding entitlement
exist?

2.. Does a written statement of the criteria for determining that a
candidate has completed the appropriate approved program(s) exist?

Resources:

1. Student files;
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2. Student evaluation forms;

3. Published statements of policy, procedures and criteria in
catalogs, handbooks, etc.

Standard 11

The institution provides, under its control or by contractual

arrangement with other approved postsecondary institutiOns,
programs offering balanced and interrelated learning experiences.

a. In the humanities, social sc nces, and the natural sciences;

b. In a subject area(s) taught in Illinois public schools or
necessary for preparation to assume supervisory, school
service, or administrative roles in Illinois public schools;

\\\ and

\

c. In professional studies and experiences, inclpding clinical
experiences in school or community settings throughout the
preparation period.

\\,(1) Institutions must enter into written agreements with
authorities in charge of clinical sites. These
agreements must describe the responsibilities of the
candidate, the institution, and the clinical site.

(2) All clinical experiences must be supervised by qualified
personnel.

(3) Student teaching must be conducted under close and

competent supervision. The institution must insure that
Pie system of supervision generates enough valid
documentation and evidence that a decision regarding a
candidate's success, or lack of success, can be made and
defended.

Standard 11 seeks to insure that the institution provides all the
components of instruction necessary to prepare candidates for certificates.
The standard permits the institution to utilize resources of other approved
postsecondary institutions to provide some components of instruction if done

under contractual arrangements.

Standard lla requires program offerings in the area of general
education, if the institution prepares candidates for teathing certificates;
if the institution prepares only candidates for the administrative or school
service personnel certificates, this part of Standard 11 does not apply.
Standard llb requires that the institution provide instruction in

school-related subject matter, school service or administrative areas,
depending on the programs sponsored or,sought by the institution. This part

of Standard 11 derives directly from one of the eligibilty requirements for

institutional recognition: The institution must sponsor at least one

approved teacher education program. Standard llc requires that the
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Anstitution provide the necessary and,appropriate professional studies which

vary by certificate and endorsement area. Clinical experiences are required

in each approved program; a significant portion of such experiences must

occur in public schools in settings appropriate tr the certificate and

endorsement to which the program leads and must be of sufficient duration to

familiarize the candidate with the appropriate role while enabling.the

instit/ution to evaluate adequately the practical performance of the

candidate. The requirement that such experiences occur "throughout the

preparation period" is designed to insure that clinical experiences can

achieve several purposeS: (1) assist candidates in assessing career

choices; (2) acquire practical skills; and (3) enable ongoing evaluation of

the candidate. Spe'cific\requirements and recommendations regarding clinical

experiences in programs 1 ading to teaching certificates are contained in A
....

Handbook for Implementing Clinical Experiences. Guidelines and '

recommendations for some cIpmponents of school service personnel programs are

available from the Pupil Personnel Services section of the ISBE.

I

Standard'll requires that the programs sponsored by an institution
\
offer

"balanced and interrelated learhing experiences." This aspect of N

Standard 11 is related to Criteria 1 and 2, which call for, respectively,

prograhs that prepare candidates to "perform effectively" and that are \4

responsive to ".dublic school needs." It also refers to the concept of \
program implicit th the Criteria: aStructured sequence oflearning \
activities and experiences designed to lead to a specific certificate and

endorsement. That is, the requirement of balance and interrelationship

among the learning experiences derives from the premise that preparation

programs ought not to represent a mere aggregate bf stated courses or
,

clinical experiences, but,ought to consist of academic and practical

experiences that are integrated, conesive, and sequential and that the

various components of the program should be proportioned in response to the

kind of preparation a specific role requires.
/

Areas of Inquiry:

.1. Does the institution provide the instruction necessary for the

kinds of programs it sponsors or seeks to sponsor?

2. What evidence Is there that the institution has developed programs

evidencing balance and interrelatedness among the program

components?

.
Does the institution require as a matter of policy that all

programs contain necessary clinical exp riences?

Resources:

1. Institutional catalog;

2. Student handbooks;

3. Committee, council and faculty minutes, position papers, etc.;
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4. Resultt of evaluation;

, 5; Student records;

6. Responses in program reports to Criteria 1, 2, 5, and 7.

Standard 12

The institution has established a continuous process for the
evaluation of its teacher education programs and graduates.
Evidence that the results of this evaluation, together with
consultation with schoOl personnel and community persons and
groups, are used in the development of new programs or modification
of existing programs shall be presented.

The institution is required to evaluate its teacher education programs
and graduates. While the institution is responsible for this evaluation,
the Standard does not indicate how this responsibility might be delegated
within the institution. Some institutions establish a policy regarding
evaluation with which,each program area must abide as it evaluates the
program and graduates. Other institutions place primary responsibility on
theEllege or department of education. 5E111 othen institUtions charge the

alumni office or office of institutional research with full or partial
responsibility for this tatk.

The standard assumes that institutions will use a variety of means to
evaluate programs, but stipulates that one aspect of the evaluation process
must involve "evaluation of graduates." To accomplish this end,
institutions have 4sed a number of strategies. In some instances, they
collect data about the success graduates have realized in the education
professions; in Others, graduates are asked to evaluate their own
preparation and performance and particularly to identify what they perceive
as weaknesses in their preparation and performances; in still others,
institutions have sought evaluative data about graduates from s.upervisors

ang employers. The standard does not require any particular strategy for
gathering this data, though many institutions rely on survey instruments and
others on telephone interviews and visits to the workplace of the graduate.

Th't standard requires not only that the evaluation be done, but that it
be donq in cOnsultation with school personnel (see Criterion 3) and
communi0 persons and that the results be used as a means of modifying
existing programs or developing new programs. Thus, the institution is
obligat d to demonstrate the uses made of the evaluation data and report
resultin changes in programs. It should be noted that the standard does
not assu e that evaluation will inevitably lead either to program
modification or new programs; there are instances in which programs are
doing all that can be expected of them.

The st ndard requires that evaluation of programs.and graduates/be

continuous. This requirement is interpreted to mean that formal e aluations
must occur ät stated and regular intervals, t.g., every other year; every
three years, etc.
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Areas of Inquiry:

1. Has the institution developed a policy regarding the evaluation of

teacher education? What are its features regarding when
kiiluations will be done, who is responsible forevaluations-;- and

the charactet_AL,ffitaluations? Does the policy stipulate that the

process must include evaluation of graduates?

2. What evidence demonstrates that evaluations have been conducted

over the past five years?

3. What is the general character& the findings of evaluations that

have been conducted?

4. What use has been made of these findihgs?

Resources:

1. Reports of evaluations; /

2. Curriculum committee or council minuUs;

.0*

3. Course syllabi;

4. Program requirements.
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A GUIDE TO PREPARING REPORTS RESPONDING
, TO CRITERIA USED TO APPROVE

ILLINOIS TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS

CRITERIA:

The criteria discussed below are applied to all programs leading to any

certificate: Early Childhood, Elementary, High School, Special, School

Service Personnel, and Administrative. The criteria are therefoee stated

generally and do not establish detailed requirements for every kind of

program. At the same time, the Manual of Procedures describes institutional
.responsibilities as follows:

The recommendation of recognized instituiions that a candidate be

certificated is accepted. . .as verification that the candidate has
satisfactorily completed all requirements of the certification
statutes and relevant rules and replations and nas'successf011y
completed an 'approved program leading to the certification. and
endorsementefor which the'candidate. is recommended (p. 1).

---I-ti-sthereforeessumedthetprogramsaredevelopedandGonducted in
accordance with the relevant statutes contained in The School Code of
Illinois, Rules and Regulations to Govern the Certification of Teachers, ,
State Board of Education Document No. 1, and other rules and regulations
relevant to the area in which a program provides preparation.

The criteria have been developed to be applicable to all kinds of

preparation areas for three basic reasons: (1) to provide institutions the
opportunity to develop programs of as high quality as possible in light of
the unique set of resources AVailable to the institution; (2) to provide the
flexibility necessary to ehable development of innovative programs and to
maihtain and encourage diversity among programs sponsored by Illinois
institutions; and (3) to insure that programs remain dynamically responsive
to public school needs.

The following discussion of the criteria is intended to provide a
description of the rationale and intent of each criterion and to suggest the

kinds .of evidence institutions should present to demonstrate that a program

complies with a criterion. It should be noted, however, Uhat because of the
variety of prcigrams to which the criteria are.applied and because of the
desirability of diversity among programs, the discussion of the criteria
does not establish quantative benchmarks for use in.judging compliance.
Rather, the discussion centers on the considerations and logic used in

judging compliance.

As noted above, the criteria are applied to programs. A program,

according to.the Manual of Proceduret, is a "structured sequence-of learning
activities and eilITEFleTE(T5FTEFTIET-e-signed to lead to a specific

certificate and endorsement." Thus, in the case of programs leading to a
teaching certificate, the program includes general and professional

education as well as the specialization. In the case of programs at the
graduate level, the programs may include undergraduate education as well as

specific experiential requirements.

The following chart is designed to summarize the meaning of the criteria

and to display their interrelationships:
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Responsiveness to
Role and Public
School Needs

Sources of !dm-
'nation for Response
to Criteria I 4 2

Criteria 1 & 2 Criterion 3

What preparation
Is necessary,for
the candidate to:

,(1) perfonn,effec-
tWeirtfrthe
role; and

(2) Weet the needs
of public
schools in the
area of prepa-
ration?

tf:s1 0191h

2 3

Pow was information
resocnse to

Criteria 1 & 2
de velmed? Did
IttsInfcenintion

energe in part
from interaction
between school
personnel, and inst I-
tu tional represen-
tatives?

CRITERIA

Intent of Progral Design of Programs

CriteriOn 4 Criteria S 1. 6

Are the intent Does the pronrun
and objectives include study of
for the program learning ind
Consistent with teaching Pe
response t I. ways-aamraptiato_____eandidatt's

academic and
Dractical Pgr.
f °mance in
the appropriate
rolel It this
evaluation
based on the
object Ives for
the program?
(Cr iter Ion 4)

Evaluation

lndIvId al

Criteriole

Does the \program:
Provide fpr
Systeoati4 evalu-
aticm of Or

Cr1teria I & 2?
Do these State-
nents enable
evaluat ion?
(Criterion 6)

to the role for
whiCh the Candidate
is being prepared?
Does the program
includg esplicit
attention to the

varied individual
needs of public
school students
likely to be
encountered in
the role for
Which preparation
is provided? Does
the program cceeDly
with H.R. 1501

Prozan Continued Development Resources

Criterion 8 Criterion Criterion 10

Graduates:

Criterion 11

How is the progran Does the Program
evaluated? ls the Provide p"pa-
evaluation based on raticn that
the objectives enables Centime-
identified-JD__ ation of formal
resocAie to

profeiliOna1
Criterion 4? development?

Dots the evaluation
include follow.up
of griduates?

Are the following
kinds of resources
sufficient to
suOPort the pro-
gram as described?

foeultyl-
b) instructional

resources:
c) cliniCal settings?

Is the number of
candidates In and
graduates of the
program suff ident
to enable enlist-

AtionsUhe
prograo and to
offr,reatonable
assurance that the

progran remains
responsive to
public school needs?
(Criteria 1 1 2)

2 4
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Criteria 1 apd 2

Criterion I

The program provides for acquiition of knowledge, attitudes, and
skills necessary for effective performance in specific teaching,
sdpervising, school-service or administrative roles.

Criterion 2

The program is a carefully planned set of experiences designed to

develop the capacities and abilities that have been identified as a

result of attention to public school needs.

Criteria 1 and12 both test the program to determirie whether the program
provides adequate preparation for carldidates to carry out effectively one or

more of the certificated roles in Illinois public schools. Criterion 1

requires that the program attend to three interrelated areas of preparation:
knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Further, Criterion'l establishes a

beriChMark-for judging the adequacy, of thls preparation: "effective

performance" in a specific role. Criterion 2 specifically tests the

T-elationship-between th-e-prograM tire-du-Op-omen-tie "capacities and

skills that have been identified as a result of attention to public school

needs."

Both Criteria 1 and 2 seek to insure the "job-relatedness" of the

program, to insure a clear and manifest relationship between the program and

the respohsibilities associated with the position(s) for which the program

prepaees personnel. These Criteria are designed to acknowledge tWat public
school programs and utilization of personnel are dynamic and, therefore, to
assure that preparatory programs remain dynamic and responsive to changes in

public schools. These criteria, then, require the institution to describe
the public school role(s) for which a program prepares candidates and to
demonstrate how the components of the program respond to this description.

As a result of identifying the preparation necessary for "effective
performance" and meeting "public school needs," institutions frequently find
that program requirements exceed the requirements described in the

Rules and Regulations to Govern the Certification of Teachers and other
state requirements related to the qualifications of personnel. In any case,

the basis for required work in a program should be evident in the response

to Criteria 1 and 2.

Assessment of a program's compliance with Criteria 1 ahd 2 involves

testing the program against information from three sources: (1) statutory

and regulatory requirements; (2) the scope and validity of a certificate or
endorsement; and (3) the elements common to the relevant role(s) in Illinois

public schools as well as variations in that role(s).

I. The program must meet statutory and regulatory requirements:
-

a. Each of the certificates, as well as some endorsements, is
established by statute and includes basic requirements,
including matters such as required degrees, semester hours of
work in specific areas, and experience requirements.

20
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b. Document I establishes, through rules and regulation's,

qualiTications including the kinds of certificates and
endorsements necessary to perfonm in various roles as well as
specific educational background to teach in specific areas.

c. In some areas, e.g., special education and vocational
education, rules and regulations have been established
regarding the qualifications of personnel.

d. For each certificate, and for many endorsement areas, minimal
certification requirements have been established.

II. The program must" respond to the scope '''and validity of the

certificate or endorseMent:

- The scoPe arid4Wdity of each certificate, and in some, cases
for endorsementS,4*0:established by ttatute or regulations.

:The.scope and, vilidtty:of the certificate include, depending,

on the certificate or'endorsement, the grade levels or age

groups,g0§ject Matter areas or populations, and the kinds of
servite**pptitions for which the certificate is valid. .

Criter1aii4requires-the-programto.-demonstrateresponsiveness____
to these'dharacteristics of the Certificate or endorsement.

III. The program must address elements common to, and variations in,

roles associated with a certificate or endorsement:

a. As the result of statutes, rules and regulations,.and
tradition,.virtually every certificated role or area in
Illinois,public schools has identifiable common elements. All

school superintendents report to school boards, elementary
teachers provide reading and mathematics instruction; history
teachers teach U. S. history, school psychologists administer
and interpret a variety of tests. 'Criterion 2 requires the

program to address these commonalities.

b. Criterion 2 also requires attention to variations within these
roles and permits programs to emphasize specific kinds of
variations. These variations might be illustrated as follows.

1) Vhile all superintendents report to school boards, the
Oze of districts as well as other considerations leads
to considerable variations, for instance, in the
character of the superintendent's role in the management
of the district. .

,

2

3

Mathematics teachers may be assigned classes in the area
of mathematics ranging from 'remedial mathematics to

calculus.

Schooi psychologists in particular instances may have
assignments ranging from working exclusively as a
psychometrician to working as a therapist.



4 Elementary teachers may serve as instrUdtors in
self-contained or "open" classrooms or.as subject-matter
specialists in a departmentalized school.

5) Specialists in virtually any area may be assigned
instructional duties in the area for which they are
qualified or may function principally in a consultant
role to classroom teachers.

c. Assessment of compliance with Criterion 2 also requires
.0ttention to emerging needs or changes in school curriculum
'and organization. Criterion 2, thus, seeks to insure both
that personnel prepared by a program are capable of
functioning in the role (5r area as it is commonly and
presently found in Illinois public schools and that the
program be responsive to identifiable and probable changes in
the role or area for which the program prepares persolinel.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. Does the response to Criteria 1 and 2 describe the character of the
role for which the program prepares candidates?

2. Does the response to Criteria 1 and 2 indicate what the institution
believes to be necessary for "effective performance"?

3. Are the relationships among the description of the role, the
preparation necessary for "effective performance," and the

components of the program rendeeed explicit?

Resources:

1. Certification requirements, relevant statutes and rules and
regulations (e.g., those governing qualifications of personnel such
as Document I, rules for special education, vocational education,
etc.);

2. Studies and surveys conducted by the Illinois State Board of
Education, colleges and dniversities, professional associations;

3. Data from evaluation of programs (see program responses to.
Criterion 8);

4.. Information provided by advisory committees and other.mechanisms
designed to insure.compliance with Criterion 3 (see below);

5. Catalogs and student handbooks;
,

6. Guidelines developed by .relevan professional 'assoCiations.
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Criterion 3

The program provides evidence that its faculties have the

opportunity to participate directly in elementary and secondary

school programs or community service programs and that educational

personnel working in the elementary and secondary schools have

opportunity to participate directly in the program in a role other

than that of a student.

Criterion 3,requires that the responses to Criteria 1 and 2 incorporate

information and considerations that 6merge from interaction between

institutional representatives and practicing public school personnel. Since

"program" as used in this context includes all required academic work and

experience necessary to achieve certification.(e.g., in the case of .

teachers, general and professional education as well as specialization), the

interaction betweeTinstitutional and public school perSonnel must be

structured to enable consideration of all,aspects of the program.

The criterion prescribes no specific format for struOturing this

interaction. Programs meet this criterion wholly, or in part, through the

following kinds of structures: (a) advisory committees; (b) comOilation of

perceptions of cooperating personnel supervising clinical experiences about

the adequacy of preparation of candidates; (c) systematically utilizing

practitioners as adjunct or part-time faculty; (d) conducting surveys in

which practitioners are invited to comment on the adequacy of the program;

(e) faculty exchanges between institutiOns and public schools.

Participation by institutional representatives.has ranged from conducting

research directly related to the.preparation program, to consultation,

faculty exchange, and supervision of candidates in clinical experiences.

Some of these strategies are more comprehensive and ongoing than others;

in some cases, well-organized advisory committees may, in fact, enable

compliahce, but most institutions use a number of such strategies.

Documentation concerning these kinds of activities should be piaintained by

the institution, not only for purposes of state reviews, but to insure that

the information generated is fed into and used in the curriculum developent

process.

Areas of Inquir :

1. Does the response to this Criterion demonstrate that ipteraction

between school .personnel and institutional representatives
represents one source of information regarding "public school

needs" .and preparation necessarY for "effective performance"?

2. Does the re0ohse describe the'trategie's used to maintain

, interaction?

3. Is there any evidence.that thi's. interaction has led to

consideration of program changes?
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Resources:

1. Minutes and other documents describing work of any advisory

committee;

2: Minutes of departmental or program committee meetings;

3. Reports.of surveys of practitioners' view of program;

4. Anecdotal records recording interviews, conferences, and
correspondence.

Criterion 4:

The program has a rationale and related set of objectives which describe
the intent,of the program and which enable evaluation of-it.

Criterion 4 is directly related to the first three criteria.
Criterion 4 requires the presentation of a rationale and a related set of
objectives for the program that must bear a clear relationship to public
school needs and knowledge, skills, and attitudes described in response to

Criteria 1 and 2. The objectives and intent of the program may also be
responsive to concerns and issues beyond the areas identified under Criteria

1 and 2.

The Criterion calls for both a rationale and a set of objectives. The

rationale for the program represents a summary of the information presented

under Criteria 1 and 2 together with statements of additional aims that the
program may have. The objectives represent a more precise statement of the
program's aims, which, in the case of programs leading to teaching
certificates, ought to respond to general education, professional education,

and academic specialization. The statement of objectives may take a variety
of forms; as the preface to the Manual of Procedures notes, the use of the
term "objective" is "not intended to suggest that institutions are expected
to use behavioral Formats or terminology for reporting information." The

test used to determine the acceptability of a set of objectives is

two-fold: (1) do the objectives, however stated, embrace or account for all
components of the program; and (2) are the objectives stated clearly enough
that.evaluation of the program's success is a reasonable expectation?

In reviewing programs, the response to Criterion 4.is examined to
determine that there is a consistent relationship (1) between it and the
response to Criteria 1 an 2; (2) between it and the strategies for
evaluaiion; and (3) betwe n it and the program components. Instances have
occurred in which the objectives fail to reflect areas identified-in
response to Criterie,1 and 2, and at other times, programs do not require
work related to one or more of the program objectives.

'As this discussion of Criterion 4 suggestt, the response to Criterion 4
represents a major means by which a program displays consistency among its

various aspects.
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Areas of Inquirx:

1. Ooes the response to Criterion 4 provide a clear statement of the

purpose and intent of the program?

2. fs the resporise to Criterion 4 sufficiently specific that

evaluation of the program permits conclusions about whether the

purpose of the program is achieved?

3. 07theobjectlyesandrationaleimplicilly_require
instruction or

experience that is not contained by requirement in the program?

4. Oo the rationale and objectives manifest a clear relationship to

the response to Criteria 1 and V_

5. Have the rationale and objectives been used to formulate-specific

courses or program components and individual student programs in

the past five years?

Resources:

1. Student handbbok designed for program;

2. Course syllabi;

3. Minutes, reports, and position papers prepared for department or

program dr curriculum committees;

4. Cafalog statements abotq purposes of program;

'5. Written objectives for progi.am and courses.

Criterion 5:

The program includes study of theoretical formulations of learning

processes and their pedagogical implications, with emphasis on

those implications for'the candidate's specialization.

Criterion 5 recognizes that regardless of the role for which the program

prepares candidates, teaching and learning are paramount in the mission of

public schools. Thus, the Criterion requires that any program leading to a

certificate include development of understandings about both )earning and

teachin . The Criterion,does not require courses in areas such as

e ucational psychology, l'earning theories, human growth and develoOment or

.methddology. The Criterion does nequire, however, that the content

conventionally included in such cquses be addressed in programs leading,to

teaching ce:rtificates. In.the case of programs leading'to the.School

Seryjce Personnel and Administrative certificates, the required work in the

prograwmust insure study *of learning theory and the implications of this



theory for 'the specific role associated with the program. In the case of
School Social Work programs, for instance, a component of the program should
focus on how social and other environmental factors confronted by a cnild
may interfere with learning.

The Criterion clearly assumes a direct relationship between learning and
teachis. Thus, the response to Criterion 5 should explicitly show how the
study cif teaching methodology, supervision techniques, and consultation
activities is based on learning theory. The Criterion does not advocate any

specific perspective regarding how learning occurs, e.g., developmental or
behavioral. The diversity of public'school practice does suggest that the
program should provide an awareness of the major views in this area, explore
their implications for methodology, and may place more emphasis on one yiew

than on others.

The work that addresses the part of the Criterion calling for study of
the pedagogical implications of learning processes with emphasis on those
implications for the candidate's specialization represents, in most cases,
the work which brings together professional and academic study and
frequently represents an opportunity for the candidate to iiegin assuming
majorinstructional or instruction-related responsibilities in clinical

experience.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. Where in the program is study of learning processes required?

2. Where in the program are the pedagogical implications of learning
theory addressed?

3. Is the relationship between the study of learning theory and the
pedagogical implications of learning theory clean?

4. How is the study of learning theory and pedagogical implications
related to the candidate's specialization?

Resources:

1. Catalog course descriptions;

2. Student handbooks;

3. Course syllabi;

4. Reports and records prepared by _cooperating personneT.

Criterion 6:

The Program provides learning experiences enabling the candidate to
become aware bf and responsiye'to.the varied educational needs of

students.
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Meeting the varied educational.needs of students has generally been

considered a major mission of the public schools. However, this mission has

been elevated to greater,prominence in recent years due to mandates of state

and federal legislation. Criterion 6 addresses the need for persons-,

preparing for professional positions in the public schools to not only be

made aware of educational pluralism, but also to have learning experiences

that will help them cope with the role,that they will assume in meeting this

expanding school responsibility. While such awareness and learning

experiences may be limited to only-one-aspect-of-the-programialmost all

program components can be designated to address varied educational needs of

public school students arising from cultural differences, physical handicaps

and a wide range of mental abilities. While no one program can expect to

provide in-depth study concerning "all the varied-educational needs of

students," programs should assist all candidates to be aware of and prepared

to respond--at least minimally--to the impact of federal and state mandates

and programs affecting the public school classrooms. There should be an

obvious relationship between institutional efforts to meet Criterion 6

requirements and the requirements in Criteria 1, 2, and 5.

When describing programs leading to teaching certificates, the response

to Criterion 6 should include a narrative concerning those program

components that respond to the state law requiring study of exceptional

students (H.B. 150). In the case of school service personnel and
administration programs, the response should identify those program

components which assist the candidate in learning how the execution of the

role to which the program leads can be undertaken so as to promote the

learning of exceptional students. In addition to exceptionalities usually

encompassed by the term "special education," the response to Criterion 6

should demonstrate how the program also addresses other kinds of

differences, such as linguistic and cultural, among students.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. Does the response to Criterion 6 show that the program is designed

with an awareness of the varied educational needs of public school

students?

2. In the case of programs leading to teaching certificates, does the

response demonstrate that the program contains work in the areas of

the psychology of exceptional children, the identification of

exceptional children (including the learning disabled) and methods

.of teaching exceptional children (including the learning disabled)?

3. In programs leading te the school service personnel and

administrative certificates, is work required that assists
candidates in becoming aware of and responsive to the implications

of their future role for educating exceptional children?

4. 'Doet the responseto Criterion 6 demonstrate an'awareness of

eduCational needS displayed,by public school students kamin0
'source other than exceptionalities? ,Oow does the program prepare'

candidates to respond to these needs?
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Resources:

1. Course syllabi;

9. Catalog course descriptions;

3. Student handbook;

4. Reports and records prepared by institJtional and cooperating
personnel regarding performance in clinical experiences;

5. Documents concerning program changes made to respond to student
exceptionalities and differences.

Criterion 7

The program provides systematic procedures for evaluating the
candidate's ability to teach, supervise, or administer.

Criterion 7 requires demonstration that the program systematically
evaluates the performance of candidates--both academic and practtcal, The

response to the Criterion must include a description of the procedures for
assessing whether a candidate is progressing sufficiently in academic areas
and for assessing whether the candidate displays the potential necessary to
"perform effectively" (see Criterion 1). In order to describe these

procedures, it is necessary that the standards-for assessment be presented,
as well as,the arrangements made to carry out the assessments. The Handbook

for Implementing Clinical Experiences gontains detailed requirements and
recommendations concerning the development of procedures regarCing
assessment of practical performance in programs leading to teaching
certificates. These requirements and recommendations can fairly easily be
applied to other kinds of programs.

The/response to this criterion should describe as well tie major points
at which evaluation occurs--from entry through completion--and the standards
used at each.,point. This evaluation process may vary from program to

program. For instance, in programs preparing teachers of French, the
program will assess oral and written performance in French, while in music,
the evaluation will include keyboard performance. In many cases, the
evaluation process will be standard across severalsimilar programs, e.g.,
secondary programs in chemistry, physics, and biology.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. What system has been established to enable the institution to make
reliable judgments about the candidate's ability to teach,
supervise (*.administer?

2. What types of clinical experience (including student teaching) are
required? How we they,designed, supervised, anctevcaluated?

,

3. Howls the individual candidate evaluated im bOth academiC and
practical settings? Are the criteria ,used for evaluating
individual performance based oh the objectives ih4,rationale for
the program (Criterion 4)?
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Resources:

1. Student handbook;

2. ,Handbooks'or guides for cooperating personnel;

3. Statements of--standards u,sed for admitting students to program and

to clinical experiences (thcluding student teaching or other forms

of internships);

4. Statements of standards and evaluation forms used in assessing

practical performance;

5. Records of student performance, both academic and practical.

Criterion 8

The program provides for continuous evaluation, including
evaluation of current students and graduates, and for program

modifications based on evaluation.

Criterion 8 requires that each program be evaluated. Compliance with

this criterion is facilitated by compliance-with Criterion 4, since the
statement of objectives and intent of the program provides direction for

program eiialuation. Compliance with Criterion 7 provides data regarding the

success of candidates for the program usefdl in evaluating the program.

Criterion 8, hoWever, also explicitly requires that the evaluation of the

program include follow-up of graduates. Follow-up of graduates is

accomplished in several ways: (1) group interviews with graduates; (2) use

of survey instruments distributes!, to graduates; (3) telephone interviews;

(4) survey instruments distrtbuted to.employers; and (5) interviews sof

graduates in the schools where, they are working. Whatever strategy for

follow-up of graduates is used, it must be sufficiently formal to enable the
generation and collection of inforMation in a form that can be used to

evaluate and modify programs in 'Systematic fashion. In addition to'irequired

follow-up of graduates, program evaluation almost always relies as well on

the informed judgment of faculty and administrators,,practitioners (see

Criterion 3), outside evaluations, and a number of professional associations

and voluntary accrediting groups.

The criterion requires that modification be made, if necessary, as a

result of evaluation. This aspect of the criterion is designed to assure
that programs are updated and remain responsive to the other criteria. It

does not mean, however, that tke program must be reshaped.to respond to
every shortcoming or desired change identified through evaluation; to do so

would be virtually impossible. The perspective on these matters should be

borne of common sense. When graduates of special education programs report
inadequate preparation in the area of assessment, or when graduates of a
'secondary English'program report the neel.fOr vreparatiOn in reading,

changes maYbe imperative. But when graduates of admihistnative programs
hote they were not familiar with' a Specific state form or, when graduates of
'an elementary program's6y they ,believe a course jd behavior modification

would be desirable, other onstderations may prevent acting on this advice.
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Areas ofIriguira:

1. Is the evaluation of the program related to the objectives and
intent of the program as described in Criterion 4?

2. Does the evaluation.system insure follow-up of graduates in sUch a

way that the resulting information is used in evaluating and

modifying the program?

3. Has the program been modified as a result of information emerging

from evaluation?

4. Who is in charge Of the evaluation process, and is the process

continuous?

Resources:

1. Institutional studies and reports concerning graduates;

2. Results of surveys of graduates of program;

3. Course evaluations;

4. Advisory committee deliberations;

5. Minutes of faculty meetings;

6. Reports prepared by outside consultants and voluntary accrediting
agencies.

Criterion 9

The program provides a sound basis for continued study and
acquisition of knowledge and skills.

The program should not only prepare candidates to perform effectively as
beginners in professional positions in the public schools, but should also

equip them to pursue graduate studies and engage in other forms of
professional development in that discipline. That is, graduates of programs

should have sufficient awareness of their roles and disciplines that they
can move without undue difficulty into additional aspects of their roles and

disciplines. Data from follow-up studies may indicate to what extent
graduates have continued to study and acquire knowledge and skills.

Areas of Inquiry:

1. Does the program provide the basis for graduate work,.inservice
programs, and self-evaluation efforts?

2. What'evidence is ttiere,that graduates engage.in professional
development' activites?

85-
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Resources:

1. Data from.follow-up of graduates;

2. Institutional records concerning graduates' further education.

Criterion 10

,The program is sdpported by adequate and sufficient faculty,

instructional resources, and clinical settings.

-----laniterion_Alinsdret that there are adequate resources to/support the

program described bythe institution. Three kinds of retourtes are

identified in the criterion: faculty, instructional resource's, and clinical

.settings. The response to this criterion should summarize ,the formal

education and experience relevant to faculty. This informa,tion should

demonstrate adequate preparation to carry out the role assiigned to each

faculty member and shbuld show experience with schools. ple criterion does

not require specific_levels of graduate education, certifTcation, or

experience in public schools. The focus of this criteriOn is not on

individual faculty, but on the faculty as a whole and the' way in which

faculty are arrayed to deliver the program.. Instructior01 resources refer

to materials, including library holdings and audio-visual materials,

necessary to support instruction. These resources maylibe shown as available

not only through on-campus facilities, but through agrpements with other

institutions or public schools. The test is whether the.4fraterials are

atcessible and readily available.

Clinical settings at whith experience appropriate to the program can be

gained must be available. Further, the number of sites must be prOportional

to the number of candidates pursuing' the program or, expected to enroll in

the program. Since theinstitution assumes responsibility for preparing

candidates, including clinical experiences, it isobligated to assure that

the.required experience can, in fact, be gained ip timely fashion by

candidates.. The Handbook on Implementing Clinical Experiences provides

recommendations and describes requirements concOrning selection of clinical

sites for programs leading to teaching certificates. Guidelines for

clinical experiences in programs leading to the School Service Personnel

certificate are available from the Illinois State Board of Education.

Areas of Inquiry:

a. Is the formal preparation and experience of the faculty appropriate

to the program as described?

.00 adequate instructional resources exist? Are they accessible and

readily available'? .

c. Are there sufficient clinical.settingS aVailable to provide the .

kinds of experience as called for in the program descriOtion?
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Resources:

1. Faculty-vitae;

2. Standards used in selecting faculty;

3. Data concerning library and other media holdings relevant to
program;

4. Standards used,in se ecting clinical settings and cooperating
personnel;

5. Written agreements with clinical settings required under Standard
ilc.

Criterion 11

The prbgram has and is attracting, or is realistically expected to
attract, suffitient students to enable adequate evaluation of the.
or-6gram.

This criterion tests the likelihood that the program will remain
responsive to public school needs an,d will-Continue to be maintained as
described by the institution. In the face of no, or very few, students
completing a program, experience suggests that the mechanisms necessary to
maintain and continue development of programs tend to fall into disuse and,
in many cases, institutional support for these programs diminishes.

The'criterion establishes no specific,benchmark by which "sufficient
students" is determined. The absolute number of students judged to be
sufficient may therefore differ from program area to program area, in part,

because some secondary areas, e.g., physical sciences and foreign languages,
have historically not teen highly successful in recruiting candidates.
Generally, if a program has attracted no candidates for a period of five
years, it has been determined that the program cannot meet the test of
providing "adequate evaluation."

Areas of Inquiry:

a. How many candidates are enrolled in the program?

b. How many candidates have completed the program in the last five
years?

c. What are the prospects for continued enrollments in the program?
On what are these prospects based?

d. Does the number of graduates in the past years provide enough of a
pool to enable program evaluation?

Resources:

1. Historical data (past five years) regarding enrollments in program;.

2. Surveys regarding interest in program.
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